January 7, 2015

Dr. Russell Henly
Assistant Secretary, Forest Resource Management
California Natural Resources Agency
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1311
Sacramento, California 95814

RE: AB 1492 Working Group Charters

Dear Dr. Henly

On behalf of the California Native Plant Society, we are pleased to submit these comments regarding the charters for the three working groups established to develop and carry out important policy and program elements of the Timber Regulation and Forest Restoration Fund (AB1492, 2012). We regret that a CNPS representative was not able to attend the public meeting on December 19, 2014, initiating the public review of this effort, and greatly appreciate being able to review the meeting via the archived online recording.

As you have stated previously and included in the draft charters under review, the establishment, acceptance, and implementation of forest ecological performance measures are the foundation for moving forward on other elements in AB 1492 to improve transparency and reliability of the state’s forest management programs. A complete reading of AB 1492 clearly reveals that the “forest practice regulatory program” is more than simply the issuance of timber harvesting permits. The Legislature intended that “forest practice” management be broadly focused to support the protection and conservation of all natural resources typically found in a forest ecosystem (see Section 4629.2, PRC, especially subsections (a), (f), and (h)).

The 2014 Annual AB 1492 report to the Legislature and the draft charters pick up this theme by pointing to the need to protect public trust values; ensure transparency in linking timberland management to overall ecological health; and integrating “ecological performance measures” into the resource conservation, management and planning activities of state agencies, including, but not limited to, State Water Plan, State Wildlife Action Plan, Water Quality Control Plans, Forest & Rangeland Resource Assessment, National Forest Management Plans, and the Governor’s Environmental Goals and Policies. These documents also highlight the potential for forest ecological performance measures to link with and support the California Biodiversity Council efforts to develop broad based environmental indicators.

We include the forgoing as background to our specific comments regarding the draft working group charters, primarily the Ecological Performance Measures Working Group (EPM). While we generally feel the draft charters provide a comprehensive and detailed work plan for the
proposed working groups, we provide the following comments which summarize our remaining concerns regarding the draft Charters.

- The draft seems conflicted regarding the scope of ecological performance measures as tools for evaluating forest and timberland regulations. References to the broad charge given to the CA Natural Resources and CA Environmental Protection agencies and the need to integrate with a broad array of natural resource planning and management mandates are counterbalanced by numerous references to monitoring and adaptive management in relation to timber harvesting and the singular need for the EPM Working Group to coordinate with the Board of Forestry’s Effectiveness Monitoring Committee (EMC). While we do not see these efforts as mutually exclusive, we urge you to modify the language of the EPM Working Group charter to make it clear that the purpose and use of EPMs will extend beyond a review and analysis of only timber harvest practices (i.e. of only THPs, NTMPs, WFMPs, PTEIRs). AB 1492 intends for a broader scope of use for EPMs, one which relates to “forest and timberland regulation.” Thus, EPMs must also be able to evaluate the effects of on-going and developing forest and timberland management practice related to biomass energy generation, carbon credit market-driven carbon sequestration projects, and vegetation management related to fire, as these practices cumulatively impact the ecological performance of California’s forest ecosystems.

- The Framework diagram attached to the draft charters indicates that the products of the EPM Working Group will simply be handed off to the Board of Forestry and its EMC rather than becoming a critical aspect to the Department of Fish & Wildlife implementation of the Wildlife Action Plan, CESA and CEQA; the State and regional water boards implementation of the Clean Water Act, etc. While coordinating the development and implementation of forest Ecological Performance Measures with the EMC is certainly acceptable, the same level of coordination and integration with other resource protection mandates and programs is also necessary. The numerous references to “the review team agencies,” while technically accurate, suggests their engagement is limited to their role in the timber harvest permitting process when in fact these agencies have significant legal mandates of their own (e.g., the CDFW is legally responsible to protect public trust wildlife resources). This concern for the inappropriate role granted or claimed by the Board of Forestry via the EMC was the impetus for a joint letter to the Governor on March 26, 2014 (attached). There is a role for the EMC in evaluating the effect of California’s Forest Practice Rules on forest habitats, and while the Board of Forestry directs the work of the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, the EPM Working Group must not become a subsidiary of the Board of Forestry and the EMC for it to fulfill its role in evaluating forest ecological performance as mandated by AB 1492. The EPM Charter’s Framework diagram does not make this relationship clear, and therefore the language of the EPM Working Group Charter must be modified to clarify that the role of the EPM Working Group does not come under the authority of either the Board of Forestry or the EMC.
• We share the concern expressed in the EPM Working Group charter that state agencies may not have adequate scientific expertise on staff and that non-government experts will likely be needed. Here again, we urge you to seek the best available scientific input that represents as broad a consideration of forest ecosystem performance as possible, and not limit the focus of scientific input to timber production alone.

• The charter for the Data and Monitoring Working Group contains clear and appropriate statements that EPMs come first and data gathering and monitoring comes second. (pg. 2, Duty #2). We urge you to direct the EPM Working Group to “aim high” when developing the scope and goals of appropriate performance measures, and not be constrained in principle by what data and monitoring might be considered feasible by today’s standards. In practice, data collection and monitoring necessary to evaluate success in meeting EPMs might well be resource limited at first. But by identifying truly meaningful EPMs at the start, Californians will have identified a lofty goal, and can work towards an ideal management scenario over time. In other words, current data and monitoring constraints should not constrain the development of essential performance measures.

We make the following additional recommendations to address these concerns:

1. Redraft the EPM Working Group charter to clarify that performance measures are applicable to and will guide the work of many other resource conservation/protection programs. Data gathering, monitoring and adaptive management in the context of permitting timber harvesting will certainly be important but it will not be the only avenue for gauging efforts to ensure vital ecological performance.

2. It must be clear in the narrative and the framework diagram that EPMs are meant to guide the resource management duties of all agencies in regards to forest ecosystems and not just the work of the Board of Forestry and its EMC.

3. Both the EPM and Data & Monitoring Working Group charters need to contain assurances that the best broad based science will be incorporated and that the members of the working groups will represent a balanced view of the applicable science and policy objectives.

4. To ensure transparency and necessary expertise is available, the EPM and Data & Monitoring Working Groups should have several highly qualified non-agency persons as fully participating members. Limiting Working Group members to representatives of the four timber harvesting review agencies will likely exclude important views and expertise.

5. In light of the CA Air Resources Board mandate to oversee GHG reductions, including the adoption of forest carbon retention standards, it is imperative that CARB be included in the EPM Working Group.

6. The public needs to be assured of frequent engagement and transparency in the work group deliberations. The milestones contain in the EPM charter (pg. 5) list a stakeholder workshop during the first quarter in 2015 and a second workshop in January, 2016 – a whole year between meaningful engagements! And a third workshop six months later in June, 2016. In addition to these workshops, the meetings of the Working Groups need to
be open to the public with decisions and action items recorded and made publicly available.

7. Related to the previous recommendation, the first duty of the EPM Working Group includes the creation of a website to enable the public distribution of update notices. While this is an appropriate initial goal, an additional and easily accessible online mechanism for two-way communication between the public and Working Groups is also necessary.

We appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments and recommendations, and look forward to continuing a constructive and collaborative process in accomplishing this work. The proper development of forest Ecological Performance Measures marks a very significant step in the sustainable conservation and management of California’s forest resources, and will help to ensure a wide range of important public values are enjoyed for many decades to come. Please let us know if we can assist in this work in any way possible.

Sincerely,

Greg Suba     Vern Goehring
Conservation Program Director, CNPS  CNPS Legislative Consultant

Enclosure: March 26, 2014 joint letter to Governor Brown
The Honorable Edmund G Brown, Jr., Governor  
State of California  
State Capitol  
Sacramento, California 95814

March 26, 2014

Dear Governor:

In 2012, Administration officials initiated work on legislation that eventually was enacted as AB 1492 which, among other things, established a timber retail tax and refocused forest management and timber harvest practices in the State. The openness and inclusiveness of the process used in developing this new legislation was greatly appreciated.

Your personal staff and staff of the Natural Resources Agency held many discussions with us and other stakeholders. We had opportunities to raise questions about and propose provisions and language to be included. Not everything we wanted was included, in fact very little was. But one thing included at our request, and seemingly with the endorsement of your staff, was the requirement to prepare and adopt “ecological performance measures.” These standards are intended to provide regulatory agencies, the timber industry, and the public a high degree of confidence that the rules regarding how to harvest timber on specific lands adequately address the ecological values of our forest landscapes that are so important to the entire state - values that go far beyond the simple production of lumber.

In AB 1492, the Legislature stated that “the state’s forest practice regulatory program needs to develop adequate performance measures to provide transparency for both the regulated community and other stakeholders.” And further, the Legislature’s intent is to “(m)odify current regulatory programs to incorporate, and provide incentives for best practices, and develop standards or strategies, where appropriate, to protect natural resources...” The Legislature reinforced its intent by requiring the Secretary of Natural Resources, in consultation with the Secretary of Environmental Protection, to annually prepare and submit a report, including measures to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the program and “(e)valuating ecological performance.”

The Legislature recognized that merely complying with the current timber harvest rules does not ensure that the full range of ecosystem values and benefits will be protected throughout a region or watershed or over time. New science based performance standards or quantifiable statements capturing the state’s vision for its forest lands and forest dependent resources are therefore required.
Performance standards are meant to serve as benchmarks to address the cumulative effect of multiple individual timber harvests and other forest management activities. Ecological performance standards describe the desired outcomes resulting from specific regulatory requirements related to such things as habitat disturbance, tree species and vegetation composition, distribution of seral stages, water quality, and numerous other natural attributes. These standards are necessary to enable the public to have a degree of confidence and a way to measure whether the full range of ecosystem values and functions are being fully protected and restored by way of timber harvest and other forest management practices.

The Department of Forestry and Fire Protection and the Board of Forestry, on their own and without prior consultation, initiated a plan to supposedly implement these provisions contained in AB 1492. Even though they recognize that no performance measures have been specified, they are moving to appoint a Board supervised Effectiveness Monitoring Committee (EMC) to monitor forest practices, ostensibly in compliance with existing forest practice rules. While compliance with regulations and laws is always good, this is not what is required in AB 1492.

While the charter for the EMC contains many new pleasant sounding words, the goals of the Committee are old, e.g., support adaptive management, ensure consistency with the Clean Water Act and the federal and state endangered species acts, ensure appropriate scientific methods are used, etc. This is not much different than what the Monitoring Study Group has purportedly been doing since its creation in 1989, and that process has largely only served to promote industry positions. The EMC is not an appropriate response to AB 1492’s call for setting, and monitoring compliance with, ecological performance standards. Only a high-level effort, independent of the Board of Forestry, can possibly accomplish AB 1492’s intent.

The Administration must start again to develop an appropriate plan to meet the requirements of AB 1492, this time consulting with all the stakeholders in deciding how best to develop performance standards (measures) and program efficiencies that truly reflect the state’s vision and desired outcomes of a coordinated forest management program. We are committed to help in this regard.

Sincerely,

Greg Suba  Kathryn Phillips  Justin Augustine
CA Native Plant Society  Sierra Club California  Center for Biological Diversity

Rob DiPerna  Paul Hughes  Jodi Frediani
Environmental Information Protection Center  Forests Forever  Central Coast Forest Watch

Marily Woodhouse
Battle Creek Alliance

Contact: Vern Goehring, 916-444-8194

CC:  Honorable Fran Pavley, Chair, Senate Committee on Natural Resources & Water
Honorable Wes Chesbro, Chair, Assembly Committee on Natural Resources
Honorable Richard Bloom, Chair, Assembly Budget Subcommittee No. 3
Honorable Jim Beall, Chair, Senate Budget Subcommittee No. 2